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……   You run a business – do you give? 
You run a business – do you inspire? 

You run a business – do you make a difference? 
 
I remember the feeling when I felt 'locked in a box' at my work. 
As a highly creative and innovative individual, I felt my wings to 
fly free in business were being clipped. My boss had no means to 
communicate his vision and I had no way of understanding it. 
The place I spent 70% of my day had become unfulfilling. I now 
run three companies in which one wears my name – Ocean 
Reeve Publishing. Since embracing my purpose, I have tripled my 
sales figures with a 72% annual conversion rate in an industry 
that averages 12%, I have an innovative team who are inspired 
at the start of their day and empowered at the end, and we have 
achieved greater success for our clients than ever before.  
 
I've designed a process to convert prospects and turn them into 
sales much quicker with higher success rates than most 
businesses achieve or even aim for. It's designed so that you can 
remove yourself from the sales process completely and your 
sales team not just achieves the results but feels valued in the 
process. 
 
I have spoken to businesses, Chamber of Commerce’s, City 
Councils and Creative Organisations on creative & innovative 
leadership, creating an authority space through publishing, and 
sales processes; worked with thought leaders, CEOs and 
creatives like William Shatner, Toni Childs Andrew Barsa, Dr Pete 
Stebbins, Carey Smith, Eric Bailey, Dion Jensen, and Karen 
Clarke, and over 3000 people in establishing their footprint and 
creative legacy. With a carefully tailored book and author 
marketing program, an unknown author becomes a ‘go-to’ 
authority in their space. 
 
If you struggle with your team being consistently productive and 
engaged; finding creative and innovative leadership too 
challenging, or you want to take a weight off your shoulders so 
that you can actually have more time to achieve your true 
purpose…then let’s connect and build it. 



…… 
  

Ocean is committed to facilitating the creative process in all who are willing 

to express themselves and establish their footprint. With the belief that we 

are all born with a desire to be creative, Ocean operates a defined, 

dedicated and determined process to bring a book to life and build a 

sustainable future as an authority in your space or a leader in creative 

expression. 

Ocean's 20+ year career in the creative arts has been one he has great 

respect and gratitude for. Following a successful 6 years in the Film & 

Television in New Zealand, Ocean spent a year in entertainment promotion 

before beginning his publishing journey. Starting as a Digital Production 

Manager for an educational publisher, Ocean was soon promoted into a 

sales role which quickly developed into Sales Manager for both the 

educational and traditional arm of the company.  

As the internet took its grip over the creative arts industries, Ocean 

was integral in the development and management of New Zealand's premier 

self-publishing house, PublishMe, and following a six month stint as a Radio 

Host, successfully graduating with a Diploma in Creative Writing, becoming a 

qualified Workflow Trainer and being nominated and winning two National 

Awards for Service to Authors, Ocean departed New Zealand to expand his 

creative reach into Australia. 

Seven years into his new life in Australia and Ocean is the Managing Director 

of Ocean Reeve Publishing, Book Publishing Queensland and eMagine 

Academy. He has successfully established a fruitful marketing platform 

where authors not only achieve their vision of bringing a book to life, but 

also generate tangible and profitable results. He played a major role in the 

birth of an independent publishing house in Queensland before capturing 

the essence of his own creativity and launching Ocean Reeve Publishing.  

Ocean regularly is booked to speak at events  about publishing, creativity, 

innovative leadership, and sales processes.  He believes that success is a 

journey, not a destination and that to find our greatness we need to 

discover our purpose.  
 

'I believe people need to look inside themselves and find their destiny. 

Greatness is not some God-given gift to those special few amongst us, we all 

have greatness and my mission is to help as many people as possible tap 

into this through their creative abilities.' 



Have you ever said that you would like to write a book but 
moments later dismissed the idea? 

Have you ever wanted to express yourself creatively only to 
say that you’re not creative? 

Maybe you said, ‘who wants to read my story?’, ‘what have I 
got to offer?’, or ‘where do I start?’ and then just left it alone. 
Distractions, excuses, confusion, uncertainty, and negativity - 
these are all potential hurdles in that burning desire to write 
and offer something to the world of substance. Inspire Your 
Fire doesn’t just remove the hurdles. This book burns them to 
the ground.  
Inspire Your Fire and allow your creativity and innovation to 
come to the surface. Make the stand today to begin producing 
your best work, achieving excellence, and making a meaningful 
contribution to the world through creative expression! 

Everyone has a story that matters! 
Everyone has a legacy! What’s yours? 

------------ 

In a world of uncertainty, technological advances and cultural 
diversity, it is essential that the need to embrace change is 
addressed. Previously to the release of Change; the Fast-track 
to Sustainable Culture Change, there has been no single 
answer for developing a company culture that drives the 
desired performance we aim for. A company, business or 
organisations unique history, goals, values, and ways of 
working determine what culture exists and often the need for 
change is met with resistance and fear. 

High Performance Team’s specialist, Dr Pete Stebbins, with 
assistance from Alistair Kerr and Ocean Reeve, has introduced 
a ground-breaking publication that embraces trust, 
accountability, innovation and collaboration within the 
workplace to show how the integration of effective change can 
be welcomed, implemented and positively effect the overall 
performance of the individuals and the team at work.  

------------ 

‘Self-Publishing Success; The Word’ does what no other book 
on self-publishing has done. It breaks down the most necessary 
and essential stages in publishing for all to know and access. 
The recurring theme is the author comes first. 

In ‘Self-Publishing Success; The Word’, Ocean offers 
developmental tools to assist in planning to write fiction and 
non-fiction as well as the writing process itself. He breaks 
down the various methods of editing and design, looks at the 
options with printing and eBooks, and provides a proven 
staged marketing method to succeed with your promotional 
and marketing goals, including the tools and mindset needed 
to get there. With realistic goals and targets, and the means to 
reach them, Ocean has spelt out - in a defined determined and 
dedicated way ‘self-publishing success’ - for all to achieve. 

 

  

Author:   Ocean Reeve 
Category:  Writing, Publishing, Marketing 
Print ISBN:  978-0-992486-80-8 
RRP:   $20.00 

Author:   Dr Pete Stebbins, Ocean Reeve, Alistair Kerr 
Category:  Change; Business, Management 
Print ISBN:  978-0-992486-80-8 
RRP:   $24.95 

OVER 3000 

SOLD 

OVER 2000 

SOLD 
IN 3 MONTHS 

 

Author:   Ocean Reeve 
Category:  Creativity, Inspiration, Writing, Publishing 
Print ISBN:  978-1-925680-54-6 
RRP:   $29.95 

OVER 500 

SOLD 
IN 3 WEEKS 

 



  



 
  



 

My name is Dion Jensen I am the founder of Success For Soldiers and I am the 
author of the world’s first good news book about PTSD. I save lives on the back of 
careers in the military, police and diplomatic protection in Iraq. 
 
I heard Ocean Reeve speak at a Gold Coast Chamber of Commerce event to a 
mixed audience of creative and business leaders. Ocean is a tsunami of positive 
energy, creative genius and uncompromising values. As a leader in my own field, I 
was very interested in his definition of 'Creative Leadership.' 
 
I'll be honest, coming from my background of specialist instructors and some of 
the strongest personalities on the planet, I found that Ocean would be able to 
inspire the most hardened of leaders. 
 
The term 'creative leadership' can have softer connotations than 'effective 
leadership' or the military Napoleonic leadership type models, however there was 
nothing soft about Ocean's approach. 
 
He directly challenged the status quo in regards to Leadership, fought for and 
defended that your people are your greatest asset and that every person's story 
has value. 
 
He made you feel that YOU were important, no matter who you were and placed 
responsibility and accountability back on the leaders to honor their people by 
fostering creativity and innovation. Ocean Reeve is best known for 'Bringing 
Stories to Life', however for me, his speech left me feeling that he simply brings 
life to anything that he touches. As a speaker, he will bring your event to life, by 
making you audience feel valued and respected while he challenges their leaders. 
– Dion Jensen 

‘A profound speaker who knows the distinction between motivation and inspiration.’ 
 

‘Ocean showed me the value I have within my story and the legacy it establishes.’ 
 

‘Ocean’s authentic presentation style was what made me take notice over the rest.’ 
 

‘Motivated me to not just express myself in writing but also pick up the paint brush again.’ 
 

‘Ocean’s leadership talk was eye-opening. We will certainly be adopting his principles.’ 

GENERAL 
COMMENTS 



‘Ocean is a true pioneer in the 

publishing space and the Catch 

Me Up team will always be 

indebted to him for his support, 

to say nothing of his stellar 

assistance in editing the final 

copy of Catch Me Up.’ 

 

- William Shatner - 
 

 
  

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Be an innovative leader that inspires your staff!  
 
Title;   Understanding innovative and creative leadership in your business 
 
Brief; Ocean has presented this seminar to BNIs, Chamber of Commerce’s and 

businesses looking to introduce change management and a healthier corporate 
culture. This presentation outlines the differences between the two primary 
leadership styles. Ocean identifies the pros and cons of both and what skills 
need to be adapted to ensure the best results are achieved by staff and you as a 
manager. Utilizing actual results in creative and corporate environments, Ocean 
will unpack the process of integrating innovative leadership strategies to ensure 
your sales, staff ownership and overall company culture improves. 

 
Outcome; *You will learn how to adapt your leadership and management style to bring   

  the best out of your team 
 *You will increase staff engagement and productivity 
 *You will discover more freedom to focus ‘on’ the business, not ‘in’ the business 
*NOTE; Presentation runs for 90minutes. 3 hour workshop is available. Enquire for costs and bookings. 

 
 

Position yourself as the ‘Go-To’ authority in your space! 
 
Title;   Bringing stories to life  
 
Brief; Ocean has presented this seminar to City Council’s, businesses and creative 

organizations who are seeking to establish and grow their personal brand and 
awareness. This presentation outlines the power of publishing and how creative 
expression helps establish authority. Using successful case studies, Ocean 
identifies that whether you come from pain or purpose, the ability to establish a 
prominent and impactful difference to your community and business will secure 
the ‘know, like, trust’ factor and increase profitability in your venture. Ocean 
introduces his 10X Success Model in this presentation to highlight how a book is 
a portal to other creative endeavors that will further cement your status as an 
authority in your space. 

 
Outcome; *You will begin the journey in establishing your platform as an authority 
 *You will understand and embark on the road map to subject matter success 
 *You will have strategies in place to expand your professional potential   

*NOTE; Presentation runs for 60minutes. 3 hour workshop is available. Enquire for costs and bookings .  

 



Build loyalty, profit, and engagement with ease 
 
Title;   CRM made Simple  
 
Brief; Ocean has successfully developed a sales process that produces a 60% increase 

in lead to sale conversions. Using simple, yet very effective, 6-stage sales, Ocean 
will identify the process your team needs to incorporate in their sales strategy 
to generate higher results and healthier engagement in and out of the office 
environment. Understanding the emotional intelligence of your staff and how to 
facilitate a healthier work place mentally, so that your team will feel connected 
and valued in what they do. 

 
Outcome; *You and your team will understand the psychology of sales 
 *You will learn the ‘purpose exercise’ for successful sales 
 *You will have a simple to implement process that will increase the mental health 

and fulfillment of your sales staff 
*Your staff will develop authentic relationships with your client base that is of 
value and generating healthier results – both in profit and in identity. 

*NOTE; Presentation runs for 90minutes. Training available. Enquire for costs and bookings. 

 

Understand the publishing and marketing journey …to WIN! 
 
Title;   #becreative #beinspired #bepublished  
 
Brief; Ocean has been presenting variations of this seminar for over 14 years 

throughout Australasia and has established over 1500 successful authors into 
his publishing and book marketing mentoring program with phenomenal results. 
The evolution of this presentation stays current with international trends in the 
publishing industry and always ensures that the author is of primary focus and 
benefit from the results generated.  

 
Outcome; *You will learn the process to publish to industry standard 
 *You will be introduced to the correct foundation to market from 

*You will learn how to make profit from your first step into publishing and   
  maintain the growth 
*You will be inspired to leave your footprint and establish your personal legacy 

*NOTE; Presentation runs for 90minutes. Training and workshops available. Enquire for costs and bookings. 

 



  

Why is book publishing such a 
prominent option for people? 1 

 What do authors struggle with the 
most? 2 

 Explain what each option offers – 
audio, eBook, hardcopy? 3 

 Can authors actually make a living 
in writing and publishing? 4 

 What makes a best-seller? 
5 

 Who have you published for? 
6 

 Explain creative and innovative 
leadership? 
 

7 

 Why is this leadership style 
important to embrace? 8 

 

How do you get the best out of 
your team/staff? 9 

 How does book publishing connect 
with leadership? 10 

 11 

 
13 

 14 

 15 

 16 

 

12 

 

How do you achieve high sales 
results in this industry? 

Is your method in sales applicable 
to all industries? 

What do you offer that other 
publishers, mentors and trainers 
don’t? 
 
Give us your best all round advice 
for authors? 

What prompted you to write your 
books and what has been the result? 

What’s next for Ocean Reeve 



 
 

Email:  info@oceanreeve.com 

Phone:  0415 438 534 

Website:  oceanreeve.com 

  bookpublishingqueensland.com.au 

  emagineacademy.com 

Facebook:  ‘OceanReeve’ 

Twitter:  @oceanreeve 

LinkedIn:  ‘in.oceanreeve’ 

YouTube user/OCReeve 

 
Photos available on request 


